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Pat Mills: Request to meet Re: Collingwood Central Park Project 

Ed: Congratulations on your recent appointment! I dropped by on Friday but left as I understand you are very 
busy. 
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I would appreciate taking fifteen minutes of your time when you can see daylight. I am a Rep for a 125 year old 
Canadian building company called Sprung Buildings. Their hockey arenas are endorsed by Hockey Canada and 
their pool enclosures are state of the art. 
http://www.sprungarenas.com/tech-specs-twin 

Sprung has built 12,000 buildings in 95 countries and has a history of spectacular projects and satisfied 
customers. I understand that the Collingwood Central Park Project is in its infancy however I believe it will 
help you to know how Sprung will be able to help your team achieve your vision. 

I walked the Collingwood YMCA site and took photographs of the Curling Arena and YMCA. Sprung will be 
able to build you a wonderful double pad ice arena and a swimming complex that will tie the Curling Building 
and YMCA together to create a very exciting athletic complex for Collingwood. The result will be a spectacular 
design, substantial cost savings and a positive collaborative building experience. We can tie the buildings 
'together ensuring seamless pedestrian flow from complex to complex. We can match colors and add logos . 

•. ease review the attached double arena website above and let me know your thoughts. 

Sprung has the experience and ability to create LEED certified buildings that are at or above code on 
everything. You can lease to own and the value added will be substantial cost savings + world famous 
engineering designs. 

Please let me know when we might be able to meet. 
Until then, 
Best regards 
Pat Mills 


